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Introd uction

B2B marketing mistakes can kill campaigns and response rates, and
are usually made by two kinds of marketers. Let's start with the
second -worst kind of marketer, the “conscious uneduc ated.” An
“unedu cated” marketer is one who does not know the fundam entals
of direct response marketing. “Consc ious” means that, to their credit,
they know that they don’t know.

Source: http:/ /ww w.t arg etm ark eti ngm ag.c om /ar tic le/ 8-c omm on- b2b -
ma rke tin g-m ist akes/

Mistake No. 1: No Response Device

Every lead-g ene rating promotion should include a response device.
In a banner ad or email, this is a hyperlink to a landing page. That
landing page should be congruent with the email or ad copy. For
instance, don’t offer a free server evaluation in your email, then drive
traffic to your website’s home page or a landing page that doesn’t
shout “free server evalua tion” in the headline.
Direct mail should include a reply element. Even if you don’t want a
reply form mailed or faxed back to you, include a response form in
your direct mail package.

Mistake No. 2: Wrong Language

In your copy, use the same language your prospects use when
discussing your product or its applic ation. Keep in mind that technical
terms and jargon are not the same thing. Technical terms are
legitimate words or phrases that precisely describe the product or its
applic ation. Jargon, on the other hand, is language more complex
than the idea it serves to commun icate.

Mistake No. 3: Wrong Reviewers

There is an increasing trend to have copy reviewed by more people
than ever, in particular people who are not qualified to do so — either
because they don’t have the industry, technical, sales, or marketing
background to make critiques that are based on knowledge rather
than merely likes or dislikes reflecting their personal preference

Mistake No. 4: Guided by Subjective Judgment

Know the rules and specif ica tions for good blog posts, subject lines,
offers, headlines and copy. Judge the promotion against these
guidelines and not just on whether you “like it” or not. For instance,
the “4 Us” are a sensible way to evaluate subject lines and
headlines: Does it say something unique? Is it ultra- spe cific? Does it
present a useful benefit or advantage? Is there a sense of urgency?
Educated marketers know these rules; uneducated marketers don’t.

 

Mistake No. 5: Not Knowing What You Can Afford

Not Knowing What You Can afford to Spend to Acquire Custom ‐
ers
The uneducated marketer calculates maximum customer acquis ition
budget based on the price of the product — the revenue from the
order the promotion generates. So if the product costs $100, and the
seller wants a 100 percent profit, her maximum marketing spend is
$50.
On the other hand, the educated marketer bases maximum acquis ‐
ition cost not on the initial order but on the average lifetime customer
value (LTCV) of a customer. For instance, if the average order is
$100, customers order one unit monthly and remain customers for
five years, the LTCV is $100/month X 12 months X five years =
$6,000

Mistake No. 6: Pristine Graphics

Pretty, slick graphics are what upper management loves. But “ugly”
marketing, especially when selling to farmers, oil patch workers,
plant mainte nance engineers and other prospects with “boots on the
ground,” frequently wins the day. Try testing an ugly vs. a beautiful
piece and see which wins.

Mistake No. 7: Focusing on the Product

Uneducated marketers start with the product — its features, specif ‐
ica tions and benefits.
Educated marketers start with the prospects — what buyers want,
desire, feel, fear and care about — their most urgent needs and
finding solutions to the big problems keeping them up nights with
worry. Then, by connecting your product’s capabi lities to the
prospect’s needs, you make more sales.

Mistake No. 8: Not Qualifying Prospects

Qualifying prospects is more than asking them lots of firmog raphic
questions such as title, types of products purchased or applic ation.
On your landing page, you should have three qualifying check-box
options, as shown in the right column of the image above, sourced
from my B2B handbook’s landing page. The three options should be
to request a lead magnet, product inform ation or a quote, estimate
or initial appoin tment. Those visitors who click the last two items are
more qualified than those who just want the free lead magnet..
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